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The policy environment surrounding issues of the safety and nutritional quality of the U.S. food supply is in considerable, although not unusual, turmoil. Calls for reform touch on every aspect of the regulatory effort, including standards, methods of achieving standards, and the choice of agencies for regulatory responsibility. The turmoil itself is not unusual, for it often occurs in the wake of important food safety incidents. The most recent large scale incident was in Washington, Idaho, California, and Nevada in early 1993 where approximately 300 people suffered cases of hemorrhagic colitis associated with E. coli 0157:H7 and three children died from eating contaminated hamburgers served at a fast food restaurant chain (U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 1993, Schneider 1993). Another significant incident was the 1985 Chicago outbreak of salmonellosis associated with tainted pasteurized milk (Ryan et al. 1987), while concerns mount about salmonella in chicken, Alar on apples.

It is possible that this episode of policy turmoil will bring sweeping (or significant) changes in the food safety regulatory system, based on congressional and Clinton Administration initiatives. It is certainly the case that the system has a large backlog of issues and controversies with which to deal. Re-engineering it is a large and complex task but not one likely to be discouraged by claims of "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." Broken or outmoded pieces of the machine have come to litter the field and a general clean-up is called for.

* Julie A. Caswell is an Associate Professor in the Department of Resource Economics, University of Massachusetts at Amherst and a member of the Food Marketing Policy Center at the Universities of Connecticut and Massachusetts. In proceedings of conference on Re-Engineering Marketing Policies for Food and Agriculture sponsored by Food and Agricultural Marketing Consortium in Alexandria, Virginia, January 13-15, 1994. This research funded by Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS) Special Grant.
Food Quality—Safety and Nutritional Content

The quality of a food product is multidimensional, including taste, color, texture, safety, and nutritional content. For consumers, food safety and nutritional content are special quality characteristics or attributes for two reasons. First, they are in large part "credence attributes" of food that the consumer is not able to judge effectively even after purchase and consumption. For example, say I felt somewhat nauseous all day yesterday—was it something I ate? Or, is my Vitamin-D fortified milk really fortified but not over-fortified? In other words, consumers have a serious information problem when it comes to food safety and nutritional quality. This information problem occurs to a much smaller degree with quality characteristics such as color that can be judged before purchase (i.e., "search attributes") and other characteristics such as taste that can be judged after use (i.e., "experience attributes").

Second, food safety and nutritional content have direct acute and chronic impacts on human health. Poor quality in this area can imply poor health or, in extreme cases, death. Poor quality in regard to other food quality characteristics has much less serious consequences, perhaps disappointment that the red tomato is mushy inside and has no particular taste. Thus in the United States food safety and nutritional content have been thought to merit extensive regulatory effort because of consumers’ difficulties in assessing these quality attributes and their importance.

Other rationales also exist for food quality regulation (see Bockstael and Just in these proceedings, Caswell 1990, Zellner 1988) and play roles in the choice of policies. Not given much discussion yet, but ultimately important, are the costs external to consumers’ food choices that are imposed (or not imposed) on the health care system. With health care risks and costs
likely to be spread more broadly over more universally-insured individuals, the health cost consequences of diet and foodborne risks will be an important factor in regulatory choices.

Finally, food companies have a large stake in having an adequate food quality regulatory system in place. Such regulation underpins consumer confidence and insures that all companies have to meet similar minimum standards, preventing firms from underproducing safety and free riding on the responsible companies in a market. Recognition of food companies' interest in the positive benefits that the regulatory system provides them (along with the costs it imposes) is essential to understanding the policy environment, particularly since the regulatory relationship is sometimes seen as purely adversarial, when it is not.

The Role of Information in the Regulatory System

There are two major classes of information used in regulation of food safety and nutrition. The first is what I will call monitoring information—information on the production practices, manufacturing processes, and final quality of foods, generated up and down the production/distribution channel. Monitoring information is used to judge whether a product meets minimum quality standards and is suitable for sale. The second type of information used is consumer information. It may be provided by government in a generic form (safe handling guidelines, nutrition guidelines) or through product labeling requirements. Required label disclosures may take several forms, including stating whether a product meets a particular standard or contains a specific ingredient, or giving quantitative information on quality attributes (e.g., the product contains 4 grams of saturated fat per serving).

The design of regulatory programs dictates the extent and type of monitoring information required from food producers, processors, and distributors. Compared to price and quantity
information, I would argue that companies do not seem to be as sensitive to the government access to private information needed for safety monitoring. This may be explained by the fact that the information is often not made public or is only made public in limited ways. It is also the case that government activity to assure safety appears to have more general acceptance than its actions to monitor other types of performance.

A key test of this acceptability and of changes in the types and uses of monitoring information will be the proposed adoption over the next few years of the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) approach as the dominant regulatory framework for food safety assurance. HACCP requires companies to develop, put in place, and monitor sophisticated process and performance quality control programs. In these systems, the regulatory role shifts from inspecting the process to approving and monitoring the company’s HACCP program. This involves a change in the type of monitoring information needed by the regulatory system and, in some respects, will represent a more information-intensive regulatory scheme. There is also an interesting potential for HACCP regulation to interact with consumer information policies, depending on if and how regulatory monitoring information is made available to the public. Companies’ reaction to this system may be expected to hinge on the private and public uses to which the data it generates are put.

For consumers, provision of both generic and product-specific information is important (Ippolito and Mathios 1990). The federal government has programs to deliver generic information on food quality, food handling practices, and diet. An example in the diet area is USDA’s Eating Right food pyramid, that highlights recommended dietary practices. In practice, product-specific information is probably more powerful in influencing consumers’ decisions.
A key case study is the implementation in 1994 of mandatory nutrition labeling, which will transform a great deal of once-private information into public information. Interestingly here, while there was much opposition to the new labeling regime due to its costs and questions about whether it would be effective, there was no really serious question as to whether the federal government had the authority to require the information disclosure. Another test case is USDA’s effort to require consumer-level safe handling labels on fresh meat and poultry. Here too the main industry opposition appears to be focused on the nature and cost of implementation, rather than on the government’s authority to require the information. And many processors may see a benefit in the label requirement in that it may more firmly fix responsibility for a product’s ultimate safety on the consumer.

The information issues concerning food safety and nutrition regulation differ in other important respects from those associated with so-called traditional food and agricultural marketing policies. Probably most noteworthy, the question of “preserving” public information or public access to private information, as is relevant in regard to price and quantity information, does not apply to food safety and nutrition information. In fact, the progression has been one of continually increasing public information, transforming private information into public information (e.g., mandatory nutrition labeling), and, often creating and using new information (e.g., HACCP protocols and monitoring information). In other words, progressively more regulation (and use of information) has characterized quality regulation, although the forms have changed over time.

The Current Policy Environment

What should be and is the context for and the scope of the policy discussion on re-engineering
food safety and nutrition policy? The broadest context is human health risks from all sources. Although very difficult to do, government policy, and private decisions as well, should make tradeoffs across all risk sources. Within this context, risks and risk management can be broken down into narrower, more manageable spheres such as foodborne risks, including those carried in drinking water. These risks include microbial contaminants, nutritional imbalances (e.g., too much fat in the diet), naturally occurring toxicants, environmental contaminants, pesticide and drug residues, and food additives. Note that I am arguing throughout for joint consideration of food safety and nutritional risks, particularly on the level of decisions about allocation of resources to their management. Joint consideration of interactions between risk sources, genetic endowment, diet, and personal health status is likely to become even more important with improvements in scientific understanding. Such improvements will also tend to continue to modify our perception of food’s potential preventative or curative properties.

A central characteristic of today’s policy environment is that the various food safety and nutritional risks have been treated in a fragmented manner. In truth, an unconscionable amount of time and effort in this area is devoted to duplication of effort and turf battles. A recent major example is the parallel efforts by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the USDA to write new regulations governing nutrition labeling. Another representative example is the turf uncertainties (and some battles) that occurred over who had responsibility for the safety of shell eggs, implicated in outbreaks of salmonella enteritidis food poisoning (U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) 1992a).

---

1While very broad, this may in some respects be too narrow a context. For example, policy concerns may encompass environmental impacts that are not known to have human health consequences.
Another prominent characteristic of the policy environment is disagreement over the overall performance of the regulatory system. The standard of food safety and nutrition in the United States is among the, if not the, “highest in the world.” The important achievements associated with this claim are emphasized by many food system participants. However, for domestic policy, the claim has proven to be only of relative relevance. It is important in judging how close we have come to what is currently viewed as attainable quality (the equivalent of using the best available technology in pollution control). It is also important in judging whether more or rearranged resources should be devoted to this area relative to other risks and needs. But in itself “best in the world” has little meaning because, for consumers and policy makers alike, our current best may not be good enough. In other words, food quality is a moving target and digging in to argue whether we currently have better quality than someone else is not very productive.

A third characteristic of the regulatory environment, linked to the preceding two, is that the risk management burden of the federal government is increasing. There are several sources of this increase, including higher safety standards, the discovery of new pathogens, the proposal and adoption of new food processing technologies (e.g., irradiation), the development of new food ingredients and products (e.g., those resulting from application of biotechnologies), and the increased internationalization of the food trade. Finally, policy faces fundamental choices between quality-assurance strategies. Put simply, the choice is between direct quality regulation through setting process or performance standards and indirect regulation through setting information standards (regulating quality signaling).
The Regulatory Facts

The regulatory facts could not be put more succinctly than has been done by the U.S. GAO (1992h, p. 25):

Currently, 12 federal agencies spend about $1 billion annually to administer about 35 laws governing food safety and quality. Fundamental differences in agencies' missions, responsibilities, and authorities have led to inconsistent oversight, inefficient use of resources, and poor interagency coordination.

Major jurisdictional responsibility over food safety and nutrition is split (and sometimes concurrent) between the FDA of the Department of Health and Human Services and the USDA, primarily its Food Safety and Inspection Service. The split is generally based on product type with FDA regulating all foods except meat and poultry, which are regulated by USDA. Seafood is under the jurisdiction of FDA and the National Marine Fisheries Service of the Department of Commerce. The picture becomes much more complicated beyond this simple commodity-based breakdown of regulatory responsibilities. For example, pesticide policy is set by the Environmental Protection Agency, which also sets pesticide residue tolerance levels for foods. However, in certain circumstances the food additive provisions of the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDA jurisdiction) apply to pesticide residues as well (National Academy of Sciences 1987).

Split and concurrent jurisdiction takes many forms. One split, mentioned above, is of responsibility for commodities between agencies. This results in similar (although by no means identical) activities taking place in two places. For example, inspections of food processing facilities are carried out by FDA or USDA, depending on what is being processed. This duplication is not in itself prima facie evidence of need for reorganization, since legitimate rationales for split jurisdiction could exist. However, it does call for close scrutiny of the activities and their consistency across agencies.
A second form of split jurisdiction occurs when different agencies have responsibility for regulating separate characteristics of a particular product. Again the question is how effectively the split works. Finally, agencies often find that jurisdiction over food quality issues has been made concurrent or is ill-defined by legislation. It should be noted that the Federal Trade Commission also plays an important role in regulating safety and nutrition because of its jurisdiction over food advertising.

Over the past few years, numerous reports detailing, and often criticizing, the operation of various aspects of the food quality regulatory system have appeared. They have given close scrutiny and found the current organization of activities wanting in several respects. Reports by the National Academy of Sciences and the U.S. GAO alone are a tour de force of weaknesses in the regulatory system. Among the most important of these reports are those on pesticide residue regulation (National Academy of Sciences 1987, U.S. GAO 1986a, 1986b); food inspection activity (National Academy of Sciences 1985, U.S. GAO 1989, National Academy of Sciences 1990a); animal drug residues (U.S. GAO 1990); and diet and nutrition (National Academy of Sciences 1990b, 1991). These reports give a full flavor for the particulars of the various regulatory programs.

It is standard practice to note that consumer interest in food safety and nutrition has increased in the last decade (for evidence, see for example, van Ravenswaay 1992, McGuirk et al. 1990). The reasons for the interest vary, however. Food safety has gotten prominent attention because of “bad news” incidents and a perception that the quality of the regulatory system slipped during the 1980s under the Reagan Administration. It also gained prominence through the concerted efforts of activist groups such as the National Resource Defense Council.
to bring safety issues to the public’s attention (see, for example, Sewell and Whyau 1989) and
gains in scientific knowledge that underline the importance of food safety to human health. For
consumers, food safety relates to negative, perhaps largely uncontrollable, risks. Nutrition, on
the other hand, has gained attention because of what I characterize as “good news”: the
consensus that Americans can improve their health by improving their diets (U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services 1988, National Academy of Sciences 1989). With nutrition,
consumers can gain positive results by changing controllable choices. (Of course the news is
not good for those of us who enjoy super premium ice cream and French fries.) The difference
between avoiding an evil and attaining a good is central to differences between the regulatory
frameworks used for food safety and nutrition issues.

Another major difference between the policy environment for food safety and nutrition
at this point in time is that we have just had a major overhaul of the key aspect of nutrition
regulation, nutrition labeling, in the form of the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990.
No such action has taken place with regard to food safety regulation.

Finally, an important consideration in the policy environment for food safety and
nutrition policy is growth in international trade, including the recent passage of the North
American Free Trade Agreement and completion of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. The regulation of food safety and nutrition is a sensitive trade issue and one where
conflict easily arises, as witnessed by the U.S./European wars over hormones used in beef
production. Increased internationalization of the food trade means quality regulations will have
an additional criterion to pass. Specifically, they will have to pass muster that they are truly in
the interest of safety or consumer protection, and not simply hidden nontariff barriers to trade.
Re-Engineering Policy: The Questions to Be Answered

The central difficulty in the policy discussion surrounding food safety and nutrition is its fragmented and jumbled nature (Kramer and Caswell 1994). Proposed legislation to change risk standards for pesticide residues in food, to reassign food inspection duties between agencies, to establish labeling standards for the products of biotechnology such as bovine somatotropin, and to do all manner of other things each take a turn on center stage. There is insufficient understanding of the bigger picture and how it is all fitting together.

In a real sense, food quality regulation can legitimately be seen as a purview where the constraints imposed by humans' bounded rationality (and opportunism) are pinching. Consistent regulation is difficult to achieve. And I submit it is beyond our abilities to attain regulation across foodborne risks that is fully rational and consistent, especially when we consider the incomplete nature of risk information and differences in individual assessments of the importance of risks. Another major barrier to better policy is the investment many parties have in the operation of the current system. However, policy could be much more rational, and a first step toward its becoming so is for the policy environment (people) to be more disciplined in recognizing (and respecting) the four different levels of policy questions to be answered (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The Four Levels of Policy Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Level</th>
<th>Policy Question:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Risk Management and Reduction Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Responsibility for Risk Management/Reduction Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Choice of Regulatory Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>The Mechanics of the Regulatory Approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Risk Management and Reduction Goals

Clearly articulated and pursued policy is important to insuring consumers' confidence in the food supply and producers/processors' ability to operate effectively in the food system. Confidence in the regulatory system has been buffeted by some poor performance in the past decade or so. It is important to realize, however, that some buffeting of consumer confidence will occur anyway simply because scientific knowledge about foodborne risks is evolving and, as it does so, it is widely reported in the popular press, but in a piecemeal fashion. Public policy has to be stable enough to accommodate new knowledge and also to smooth some of the churning feeling it creates among consumers.

At the first level, our society faces setting the broad outlines of our treatment of human health risks through use of public policy. A major input to this process, but ultimately an additional matter of public choice, is reliable information on the relative risks to human health from all sources. Our knowledge is incomplete, will get better, but will never be comprehensive enough to be fully satisfactory. The most important need is for relative risk information to be complete enough so that policy is not simply aimed at squeaky wheels of one kind or another.

Within the overall risk spectrum, the first level policy question is risk management and reduction goals. As is happening with the discussion over health care reform, these overall goals are either explicitly or implicitly put in the context of a "risk reduction budget" and analysis of the most effective way to set and spend that budget. Thus the discussion cannot be far from risk/benefit or cost/benefit analysis. Based on relative risks, part of the overall budget will be allocated to management and reduction of foodborne risks. Of course, the final step is judgment of the relative importance of particular foodborne health risks.

In our current policy environment, this level of analysis has been rather painfully
inadequate. Consistent risk analysis and standard setting across risk sources has not been generally done, despite efforts to rationalize the risk assessment activities of the federal government. This is particularly a problem in the areas of food safety and nutrition because the enabling legislation is so varied and agency responsibility so fragmented. This, combined with the fragmented committee structure and limited research capabilities of Congress, means that a detailed road map of risk management and reduction goals has not been drawn.

II. Responsibility for Risk Management/Reduction Goals

The second level policy questions are how risk management/reduction goals should be pursued and by whom (producers, processors, consumers, government). Again, this quickly turns to what is feasible, cost effective, and ultimately will be popular with the American people. This question of how and who should pursue the goals is complex in most regulatory areas, and is certainly so for food safety and nutrition. The ultimate safety or nutritional content of a food product is an ensemble production, with contributions from the input suppliers, producers, processors, distributors (including food service operators), and the consumer. Bad, or even sloppy, actors at any point in the chain of distribution can compromise a product's quality. Strong incentives for quality control exist for companies, even in the absence of regulation, because of potential liability or loss of business that may accompany incidents of poor food quality.

At which points and by whom will quality control efforts be most effective? The answer may indicate consumer, company, federal, state, or local responsibility for the management of a particular type of foodborne risk, but almost always it is some combination of these. Where regulatory action is desired, it is interesting to note that the consensus in the last five years or so has been generally strongly in favor of exclusive federal regulation, except in the case of food
service operations. Everyone, including food companies, seems to have learned that the “new federalism” of the Reagan years (in practice, federal deregulation and fragmentation of the national market as the states stepped into the regulatory vacuum) was a nightmare, rather than a dream.

III. Choice of Regulatory Approach

If regulatory intervention is believed to be called for, the third-level policy question is the form of the intervention. The range of government policy choices essentially boils down to two: a standards (process/performance) approach or an information approach (Caswell 1990). The standards approach is direct quality regulation, involving setting minimum standards either in the form of required processes (e.g., good manufacturing practices, implementation of a HACCP program) or final product quality levels. The standards are a quality floor, and products that do not meet them are deemed illegal for sale. This can also be referred to as a banning approach since it prohibits products that do not meet standards.

The information approach to food quality regulation focuses on altering the flow of information on quality, often through mandatory disclosure requirements, rather than quality itself. In other words, it regulates companies’ use of quality signaling to consumers through product claims made on labels or in advertising. This approach often includes regulation of the format of information disclosures. Information regulation is usually combined with publication of generic standards or guidelines that provide a context or metric to aid the consumer in making judgments. For example, nutritional guidelines have been published and food labels will now carry standardized nutrition information panels that provide detailed information on the important macro- and micronutrients discussed in the guidelines.

In the United States, the standards (process/performance) approach as applied to food
producers, processors, distributors and food service operators has almost universally been used for food safety regulation, while the information approach has nearly always been used for nutrition regulation. The information approach for nutrition has become even more firmly entrenched with the passage and implementation of the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990. The standards approach appears likely to remain dominant in food safety regulation (e.g., adoption of HACCP programs), but in some newer areas of activity the information approach is being employed as well. A recent example is the safe handling labels that USDA is attempting to introduce on consumer packages of fresh meat and poultry. A further example may be the development of voluntary labeling of food products that do not employ biotechnology or biotechnology-based inputs (e.g., “rbGH-free” cheese). A major policy question is the extent to which private markets and information policies can and should be relied on to deliver acceptable quality levels to consumers.

Interestingly, the second and third level policy questions seem to be those most firmly answered in the current policy environment. In other words, which parties should be responsible for assuring food quality and the dominant regulatory mechanism to enforce that responsibility appear to be fairly well settled.

IV. The Mechanics of the Regulatory Approach

The fourth level of policy questions involves the actual mechanics of the regulatory system, including the organization of regulatory activities and the incentive and enforcement means used. A great deal of the policy discussion on food quality issues necessarily takes place at this level (Kramer and Caswell 1994). The list of particulars is very extensive. A major thrust of current discussions is whether food safety regulatory activities should be gathered under a single agency, eliminating much of the fragmentation that characterizes the current system.
A second major thrust is the design of regulatory standards. This involves the fine-tuning of broader risk management and reduction goals made at the first level of policy making. An example is the acceptable risk standard for pesticide residues in foods, which has been the focus of extensive activity for several years. The controversy involves whether the zero tolerance for cancer risk mandated by the Delaney Clause is a good standard or whether a negligible risk (defined as a one in one million risk of an additional cancer) standard would be preferable. While only one very small part of the food safety regulation picture, the Delaney Clause/negligible risk debate typifies the deadlock that has existed in many areas of food regulation where changes in standards are perceived very differently by different parties. Changes that are seen by some as being based on realistic, scientific risk assessment may be viewed by others as an unnecessary weakening of regulations. It seems that adjusting risk standards to achieve some consistency will probably need to be done as a kind of package deal, where give-and-take bargaining between the interested parties can take place. There is also likely to be a need for package deals that can internalize and settle tradeoffs on other quality issues.

A third major thrust is the reform of the standards (process/performance) regulatory approach. In fact, a major policy issue is the choice between process and performance approaches. In food inspection, for example, the current consensus is that FDA and particularly USDA have put too much emphasis on process inspection (e.g., visual inspection of foodstuffs) versus performance inspection (e.g., testing of the final product for microbial contamination). In reality, however, a combination of process and performance approaches is often most effective and is likely to be the direction of future inspection activity, for example under HACCP procedures.
The ultimate question is what types of programs (1) encourage and support firms and consumers in quality assurance activities they are already interested in and pursuing and (2) effectively insure that firms and consumers pursue those activities judged to be needed that they are not now pursuing. A final question that must be faced on this level is who pays and how for quality assurance activities. If government budgets remain tight and demand for government-led quality assurance programs grows, increased user fees of various types will have to be considered.

Ten Years From Now . . .

What will be the regulatory framework and policy environment for food safety and nutrition 10 years from now? The constant addition of new information will mean that the agenda of issues to be dealt with is unlikely to be shorter than it is today. Given that a new comprehensive approach to nutrition through nutrition labeling reform is just being implemented, we are unlikely to see much further change in that area. Hopefully, however, in the next 10 years we will see accomplished some of the difficult work needed to answer the four levels of questions posed above. The work is required in order to rationalize our regulatory approaches to food safety so the federal government's activities will be more effective in assuring the quality and safety of our food supply.
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